YALE UROLOGY CLINICS REOPENING

Outside of New Haven, Yale Urology clinics have started to reopen to our patients. On May 25, the Madison clinic began scheduling in-person patient appointments and Hamden opened on June 1. Diana Glassman reports the opening went very well and patients were very happy to see their providers. Old Saybrook is scheduled to open on June 8.

Telemedicine video appointments will remain in place for follow-up visits with providers, and in-person appointments will be reserved for patients requiring procedures.

ADAM LUDVIGSON JOINS DEPARTMENT AS INSTRUCTOR

Adam Ludvigson, MA, MD, has been appointed as an Instructor of Urology, effective July 1, 2020. Dr. Ludvigson will mentor second-year urology residents at the residents’ clinic based at Cornell Hill Scott Health, and he will also care for patients with general urologic needs at the 800 Howard Avenue clinic.

After completing his internship in general surgery and residency in urology at Maine Medical Center in Portland, Maine, Adam joined Yale as a fellow in Endourology. Dr. Ludvigson received his medical degree from the Medical College of Wisconsin.
MICHAEL LEAPMAN WINS BEST POSTER IN SESSION AT VIRTUAL AUA

During The American Urological Association annual conference, AUA Virtual Experience 2020, Michael Leapman, MD, was awarded “Best Poster” in his session for “Associations of Regional-Level Adoption of Prostate MRI and Genomic Testing and Observation for Prostate Cancer.”

Congratulations, Dr. Leapman!

 DANIEL PETRYLAK PRESENTS PHASE 1 STUDY FINDINGS AT ASCO

Daniel Petrylak, MD presented preliminary results of ARV-110, a new therapy showing clinical evidence of anti-tumor activity for metastatic castration-resistant prostate cancer at the virtual Scientific Program at the 2020 American Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO) Annual Meeting.

His oral presentation was featured at ASCO on May 29, 2020. View the abstract online and the press release here.

 SARAH LAMBERT PRESENTS AS PART OF UCSF VIRTUAL LECTURE SERIES

University of California San Francisco (UCSF) Department of Urology hosts a virtual lecture series, Urology Collaborative Online Video Didactics (COViD), featuring guest lecturers from urology departments across the U.S.

On May 28, Sarah Lambert, MD, presented on “Hydroureteronephrosis: Megaureter and Beyond,” and the presentation is available online.
NEWS AND NOTES

Bernard Lytton Visiting Professor Day is scheduled virtually this year on Thursday, June 18 from 8:00 am to 11:45 am. The 2020 Visiting Professor is Sam S. Chang, MD, MBA, Professor, Department of Urology and Patricia and Rodes Hart Professor of Urologic Surgery from Vanderbilt University Medical Center. Please visit https://tinyurl.com/yahgjt9s for the full schedule and to participate.

Yale Urology Graduation will be a virtual celebration this year on Thursday, June 18 at 6:30 pm. All faculty, residents, APPs, fellows, nurses, techs, and administrative staff are invited to join. If you would like to provide a written message or short video clip (cell phone video is fine) congratulating our graduates (Juan Javier-desLoges, Jeannie Su, Adam Ludvigson, Mohammed Zaher), please confirm your intent to do so with Jodi Canapp and provide your final message to her no later than Monday, June 8.

PUBLICATIONS


Do you have any news, publications, or photos to share for an upcoming issue?

Please share with Eliza Folsom, Assoc. Communications Officer for Yale Urology:

eliza.folsom@yale.edu